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A world’s largest populous nation India can boast its population as a greatest 

workforce in the world in coming years. As India is emerging as a world’s largest 

market of goods, consumers, buyers, customers, pharmaceutical products and 

consumer products. World is eyeing India as a consumer hub of the world. A third 

largest economy, India is the largest buyer’s market for consumer goods, largest 

vehicular market in the world. 

          Young population is the cognizable workforce in coming years. India is 

producing world’s largest learned and trained technical and non-technical youths. It is 

also said that the twenty–first century belongs to India. 
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Introduction: 

Vastly spreading malls, consumer centres, off-line shopping malls, on-line demand of 

consumer goods, sphere heading business centres is seen everywhere in Indian cities 

nowadays is the indication that India is really progressing on all fronts. 

    In early years of post-independence era, only agriculture was the chief occupation 

of Indian masses. The picture is quiet changed in recent years, after India underwent 

the economic reforms in 1991afterwards the unstoppable journey continued till the 

date. 

Theory and discussion: 

Population is greatest strength of the nation which is youngest, dynamic, vibrant, 

vulnerable, active, and efficient as compared to the other’s nation population. 

 India is a nation having largest markets, shops for consumer goods, shopping 

complexes, largest malls,and largest customers. India has largest chains of shops, 

consumer stores, customer care centres. All these helped India to become super buyer 

of the goods in the world. 

    India has largest co-operative banks, credit co-operative societies and nationalised 

banks, government banks for various schemes for poor and downtrodden. India has 

largest financing centres, agricultural banks, development banks. All these people’s 

financial achievements helped India to scale a new height. 

India is a nation having largest bank employees, largest bankers, largest agents, 

largest daily money collectors, largest financial institutions, insurance agents, 

insurance premium centres, personal life insurances policies, vehicle insurance 

policies. All these made India a world hub of various vehicles, vehicles showroom, 

and largest vehicular market in the world.  
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      India is a nation having largest vehicles on the roads largest vehicle drivers, 

largest vehicle cleaners, largest vehicle maintenance managers, largest vehicle 

insurances, largest vehicle policies. India also has largest agriculturists, largest vehicle 

repairing centres, vehicle servicing centres, vehicle maintenance centres. 

  India is a nation having largest artisans, largest workers, largest daily workers, 

largest workforce that is dependent on agriculture and agricultural work. All these 

made India largest supplier of workers, artisans, service sector people provider of the 

world. 

  India is a nation having highest patients, highest cancer patients, highest T.B. 

patients, highest diabetic patients, and highest cardiac patients. On the contrary India 

has largest chain of pharmaceutical shops, drug shops, and largest pharmaceutical 

malls. India has a largest blood collector’s banks, largest blood donors, and largest 

organ donors, largest body donors. India has largest hospitals, O.P.D.s, general 

patient’s wards, largest pharmacologists. All these have made India largest consumer 

of pharmaceutical and drugs of the world.  

     India is having largest chain of professionals, largest engineers, largest 

doctors,highest charter accountants, highest IT professionals, highest hardware 

engineers, largest software developers. All these have made India a largest workforce 

in the field of software, hardware, firmware professionals in the world. 

   India is largest market of mobile-phone users. World’s one fifths mobile-phone 

users are Indians. India is mobile-phone hub of the world. Almost every mobile-phone 

company has its outlets, stores, showrooms, retail sell shops in India. All these have 

made India a world’s largest cell phone user of the world. 

    With the upcoming 5-G technology in the field of communication industry, India is 

all set to bank upon this new innovations and would become hero of the 

communication networking, mobile towers, and mobile service stations, number of 

mobile phone consumers, landline phone users, and regular mobile data users in the 

world. 

Results and discussion 

India is all set to become number one not in the field of military sector but 

communication sector, production sector, food production, food supplies, largest 

exporters of consumer goods, condiments, fruits, dry-fruits, etc. 

      All these achievements India can boast on the basis of its vast population. India is 

speedily emerging as a largest workforce of professions not in only IT sectors but in 

the fields of banking, teaching, various service sectors,etc.Only we will have to work 

hard for making India a great nation in the world. 
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